SALMIAKKI GROUP WORK TABLE – DESIGN IIRO VILJANEN
NOW AVAILABLE
The designer Iiro Viljanen studied the way kids tend to interact in today's
schools. Increasingly, students do things together in small groups, either
reading, playing, chatting etc. and less on their own in the classroom. Also it
became clear that learning situations change during lesson which demands
regrouping of the chairs and tables.
The Salmiakki table is a result of these observations. It is extremely
versatile due to its geometry, it is possible to form groups, rows and semicircular formations according to the pedagogic needs. Up to 4 students can
sit around a single Salmiakki table, for playing a game together or just to
socialize.
The Salmiakki table is an excellent solution for education environments
which require easy and quick regrouping, available with castor legs. The
rounded edges are safe and comfortable, and the shape works well together
with the Martela Triangle table as well.
Iiro Viljanen
The 1967 born, widely acknowledged designer Iiro Viljanen graduated as an
architect from Lahti University of Applied Sciences in 1991 and as an
interior design architect from Helsinki University of Arts and Design in 2000.
Iiro has been a part of the Martela designer team since 1999. Many
products within the Martela catalogue have originated from his pen, like the
MyBox table, Largo sofa and easy chair and the James task chair.
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